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SUMMARY
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) and spatially resolved transcriptomics (SRT) have experienced
rapid development in recent years. The findings of spaceflight-based scRNA-seq and SRT investigations
are likely to improve our understanding of life in space and our comprehension of gene expression in various
cell systems and tissue dynamics. However, compared to their Earth-based counterparts, gene expression
experiments conducted in spaceflight have not experienced the same pace of development. Out of the hun-
dreds of spaceflight gene expression datasets available, only a few used scRNA-seq and SRT. In this
perspective piece, we explore the growing importance of scRNA-seq and SRT in space biology and discuss
the challenges and considerations relevant to robust experimental design to enable growth of thesemethods
in the field.
INTRODUCTION

For decades, the health risks associated with space exploration

have been increasingly documented and characterized. For

some of these risks, countermeasures have been sufficiently

developed to sustain human health in low-Earth orbit, the

orbital distance from Earth that includes the International Space

Station (ISS). However, as humankind plans for a permanent

presence on the moon and seeks to advance to Mars, the limits

to our countermeasures and the research gaps that have inso-

far remained unaddressed will create health challenges that

rival the engineering challenges of long-duration space

missions.
Cell Repo
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To gain a comprehensive understanding of how spaceflight af-

fects the human body, the molecular responses of the body to

spaceflight factors must be robustly profiled. Recent advances

in omics technologies have already revolutionized our approach

to understanding disease1–3 and have created new pathways for

tackling health challenges on Earth.4–6 However, the spaceflight

environment presents a unique set of factors where the genomic

impact is largely unknown. Furthermore, themicrogravity and ra-

diation environment of space remains difficult to model on Earth.

Therefore, given that the opportunities to study the influence of

spaceflight on the human genome have historically been, and

still are, limited, it is of paramount importance to perform all

omics experiments in spaceflight to the highest standards.
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The ISS is currently the only research laboratory available off-

world and the source of the majority of spaceflight omics exper-

iments performed to date. Most mammalian omics studies

aboard the ISS have used Mus musculus, the standard labora-

tory rodent, as a model organism.7 To scale the number of

mammalian studies performed in space, NASA launched their

rodent research (RR) program in 2014, with the first omics exper-

iment published in the NASA funded GeneLab database in

2015.8,9 Since the programbegan, the RR program has launched

over a dozen missions generating a steady stream of new omics

data on a variety of murine tissues and cell systems. These mis-

sions have proven essential for understanding the molecular

response of terrestrial life to the environmental stressors of

space by providing gene expression data for a subset of

mouse tissues. These studies have helped illuminate changes

within biological systems including the mitochondria,10 muscu-

loskeletal system,11 circadian rhythm,12 and microRNA (miRNA)

profiles.13

The majority of experiments from rodent tissue obtained via

the RR missions have been subject to bulk RNA sequencing

(RNA-seq), where the whole tissue is homogenized and RNA is

extracted. Bulk transcriptomic assays are currently the most

common omics assay performed in space biology, with more

than 270 transcriptomic datasets available from spaceflight

and spaceflight-analogue experiments in the NASA GeneLab

database.7 Of these studies, microarray-based experiments

have been used to obtain approximately half of the gene expres-

sion data stored in GeneLab. As the cost of next-generation

sequencing (NGS) decreased, RNA-seq started to replace mi-

croarrays as the predominant method for spaceflight transcrip-

tomic studies. However, given recent advances in the field of ge-

nomics, bulk RNA-seq is being displaced by higher-resolution

methods rapidly on Earth. State-of-the-art tools can now resolve

gene expression at the single-cell level via single-cell RNA-seq

(scRNA-seq)14 or maintain 2D topography via spatially resolved

transcriptomics (SRT).15 While these two types of approaches

are becoming standard practice for gene expression research

conducted on Earth, the collection protocols for cells and tissues

obtained from experiments in spaceflight have not yet been opti-

mized for the application of these methods.

In this perspective piece, we present the current status of

scRNA-seq and SRT in spaceflight experiments, the optimal tis-

sue preservation protocols that should be implemented to

ensure the success of these experiments, and the downstream

computational tools that are used to obtain high-resolution

gene expression insights.

scRNA-SEQ: IMPORTANCE TO SPACEFLIGHT AND
PRIOR ISS STUDY DESIGNS

In less than a decade, the field of scRNA-seq has matured and

produced multiple robust protocols for examining the gene

expression of individual cells. This has resulted in a paradigm

shift in the field of transcriptomics that has enabled the identifi-

cation of new cell types, uncovered rare cell populations, re-

vealed cellular heterogeneity, charted cell-lineage trajectories

during development and disease, and profiled the perturbation

of cellular states.16–21
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scRNA-seq also has great potential when applied to cell sys-

tems and tissues exposed to spaceflight. While gene expression

changes have been observed in cell systems and tissues, the

exact cell populations driving these expression differences

have not yet been characterized. For example, large changes

in gene expression have been observed in the murine retina,22

but the differences attributable to specific retinal subpopula-

tions, such as rod photoreceptors, cone photoreceptors, retinal

ganglion cells, bipolar cells, amacrine cells, and horizontal cells,

have yet to be pinpointed. Similarly, differences in immune func-

tion have been observed during spaceflight in the past,23–25

where the application of scRNA-seq would have enabled further

dissection of specific gene expression differences in the cell

populations of, for example, peripheral blood mononuclear cells

(PBMCs), thymus tissue, and bonemarrow. Overall, the possibil-

ity of identifying exact cell populations that are dysregulated dur-

ing spaceflight enables the development of more precise thera-

peutics and countermeasures.

While there is a spectrum of approaches for scRNA-seq that

have been applied across ground-based experiments, only two

platforms (Chromium by 10X Genomics and Rhapsody Single-

Cell Analysis System by BD Biosciences) have been applied to

samples flown in spaceflight.26,27 These were applied to two ex-

periments: the second rodent research reference mission

(RRRM-2) and the NASA Twins Study. In both, single-cell sus-

pensions were obtained, cells were physically isolated from

one another, and polyadenylated mRNA was captured using oli-

go(dT)s that were uniquely labeled per cell to differentiate mRNA

of different cells in the experiment.

In the RRRM-2 experiment, 40 mice were flown to the ISS and

were part of four distinct groups distinguished by age, duration

spent on the ISS, and whether the animal was ISS-terminal or

Earth-acclimatized after live animal return (LAR) (Figure 1A). A

matching set of 40 mice were also housed on Earth to serve as

a ground control. Out of the 80 mice between the ground control

and spaceflight groups, 16 animals that were part of the LAR

group were selected for single-cell sequencing. Single-cell

sequencing of spleen tissue, PBMCs, humerus bone marrow,

and femur bonemarrowwas performed using the 10X Genomics

Chromium platform. Data for these experiments are publicly

available in GeneLab28–31 (Table 1) and analysis of these data-

sets is underway in NASA’s Analysis Working Groups (https://

genelab.nasa.gov/awg/charter).

The only other published experiment that has used scRNA-

seq from a spaceflight study is the NASA Twins Study.32 In this

experiment, a set of identical twins participated in a set of omics

assays. One twin served as a ground control and remained on

Earth while the other twin spent 340 days aboard the ISS. For

scRNA-seq, whole blood was collected via venipuncture into

cell processing tubes (CPTs) containing sodium citrate as a pre-

servative (Figure 1B). The CPTswere returned immediately to the

lab and centrifuged to collect PBMCs. The BD Biosciences

Single-Cell Analysis System was used to collect single-cell

expression data (Table 1). One important caveat to this study

is that there was no in-flight time point, and blood was collected

for scRNA-seq pre-launch and post-landing.13,33 The time it

takes to return cargo, such as CPTs, to Earth is one of the

factors limiting the ease of single-cell experiments. CPTs can

https://genelab.nasa.gov/awg/charter
https://genelab.nasa.gov/awg/charter


Figure 1. scRNA-seq datasets from spaceflight samples

(A) Design for the rodent research reference mission 2 (RRRM-2) experiment. In RRRM-2, two age groups of mice were launched to the ISS. After 32 days, half of

the mice from each age group returned to Earth, where they lived 24 additional days before dissection. This was time-matched with the remaining groups of mice

in orbit, which were euthanized and frozen in-flight. Sixteenmice total were selected for scRNA-seq using the 10XGenomics platform. Four cell/tissue types were

selected for scRNA-seq, and they each have an associated GeneLab Dataset (GLDS) publicly available: femur bone marrow (GLDS-402), humerus bone marrow

(GLDS-403), PBMCs (GLDS-404), and spleen tissue (GLDS-405).

(B) PBMCs from human blood were obtained before and after spaceflight on the ISS as part of the NASA Twins Study. Whole blood was obtained using veni-

puncture into a sodium citrate cell processing tube (CPT) and PBMCs were obtained from the buffy coat after centrifugation of the CPT.
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be spun-down and frozen before returning to Earth, but this

direct freezing process will lyse cells. With cell lysis, it is still

possible to generate a sample-wide RNA-seq profile but not at

single-cell resolution. To generate single-cell profiles from

spaceflight samples, cells will need to be either returned to Earth

immediately or cells will need to be preserved using a process

that prevents lysis.

SPATIALLY RESOLVED TRANSCRIPTOMICS:
LEVERAGING LEGACY SAMPLES AND STEPS FOR
PROPER EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN PRIOR TO
SPACEFLIGHT

While scRNA-seq has greatly improved gene expression exper-

iments, it does have onemajor limitation: the loss of locational in-

formation due to breakdown of tissues into single-cell suspen-

sions. This makes it difficult to identify gene expression

changes that may correlate with the topology of the tissue and
limits our ability to decipher cell-to-cell interactions andmicroen-

vironment-level changes. In order to retain locational informa-

tion, a variety of SRT methods have been developed in recent

years (see Table 2 for a list of recent SRT methods)15,34,35 and

applied to a range of sample and tissue types.36–39

Due to various complexities in data collection and analysis,

SRT methods are less mature than scRNA-seq methods. Addi-

tionally, because of the requirement that tissues remain intact

during the SRT workflow, these methods are also more sensitive

to the tissue types and structures selected for study. This poses

an extra challenge when SRT methods are to be applied to leg-

acy space-flown samples that were collected and stored without

planning SRT studies from the start of the missions and their

morphology is not fully preserved. For these reasons, we believe

improvements can be made in the tissue collection process to

better preserve tissue morphology. Specifically, when designing

future studies to be performed in spaceflight, where specimens

will undergo SRT analysis, experiments should first be optimized
Cell Reports Methods 2, 100325, November 21, 2022 3



Table 1. scRNA-seq datasets from spaceflight

ID Link Mission Tissue Organism

GLDS-402 https://genelab-data.ndc.nasa.gov/

genelab/accession/GLDS-402/

RRRM-2 femur bone marrow C57BL/6NTac mice

GLDS-403 https://genelab-data.ndc.nasa.gov/

genelab/accession/GLDS-403/

RRRM-2 humerus bone marrow C57BL/6NTac mice

GLDS-404 https://genelab-data.ndc.nasa.gov/

genelab/accession/GLDS-404/

RRRM-2 PBMCs C57BL/6NTac mice

GLDS-405 https://genelab-data.ndc.nasa.gov/

genelab/accession/GLDS-405/

RRRM-2 Spleen C57BL/6NTac mice

LSDA available upon request to the NASA LSDA NASA Twin Study PBMCs human

A complete list of scRNA-seq datasets from samples exposed to spaceflight. Four datasets are from the RRRM-2 mission and are available on

GeneLab. One dataset is from theNASA Twin Study and is part of the NASA Life Sciences Data Archive (LSDA). Due to privacy concerns around human

genomic data, the Twin Study data is not publicly available but can be requested. The LSDA has a public-facing portal where data requests can be

initiated (https://nlsp.nasa.gov/explore/entryform/lsda_data_requests/lsda_data_requests). The LSDA team provides the appropriate processes,

tools, and secure infrastructure for archival of experimental data and dissemination while complying with applicable rules, regulations, policies,

and procedures governing the management and archival of sensitive data and information.
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on Earth before being translated to experiments performed in

space. The overall testing cycle for SRT techniques can be

divided into three phases: (1) tissue evaluation, (2) tissue prepa-

ration, and (3) 2D RNA analysis.

Tissue evaluation will require selection of the proper area of in-

terest of the tissue, which may vary in length, width, and thick-

ness depending on the SRT method of interest. Tissue prepara-

tion will require testing to determine the optimal duration of

exposure to the fixative agent, which may vary depending on tis-

sue type and method of fixation (e.g., flash frozen [FF], formalin-

fixed paraffin-embedded [FFPE] tissue, or a different method). It

should be noted that most SRT methods to date have been vali-

dated with FF and FFPE tissues (Table 2). The third phase, 2D

RNA analysis, will analyze the RNA spatial distribution in the tis-

sue under study by applying one of the SRTmethods available at

the time of the experiment (Table 2). Due to the scarce availability

of tissues flown in spaceflight, it is critical that SRT researchers

employ a testing cycle before proceeding to their spaceflight

samples.

TISSUE PRESERVATION: CHALLENGES IN
SPACEFLIGHT AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
IMPROVEMENT

Good sample preservation is instrumental to the application of

scRNA-seq and SRT on tissues from spaceflight. This stands

in contrast to bulk RNA-seq, where RNA is collected and pooled

from hundreds of thousands to millions of cells. The sheer vol-

ume of RNA collected from these many cells means that partial

tissue degradation can occur and still yield enough RNA for

sequencing. The tolerance threshold for RNA degradation is

much lower for scRNA-seq and SRT due to the high-resolution

nature of these methods, compared to bulk RNA-seq. For

scRNA-seq and SRT, sufficient RNA for sequencing must be ob-

tained from a smaller number of cells.

RNA is known to degrade quickly and can undergo rapid pro-

file changes and degradation in relatively short periods of time

resulting in measurable differences within 5 to 10 min of remain-

ing at room temperature postmortem.57 Additionally, RNA that is
4 Cell Reports Methods 2, 100325, November 21, 2022
not preserved rapidly is subject to degradation that can create

distinct RNA-seq profiles, and different RNA transcripts can

degrade at different rates.58,59 To account for this, samples in-

tended for scRNA-seq must be preserved rapidly after eutha-

nasia. If the experiment requires single-cell sequencing, the cells

should be immediately placed in cryopreservation media and

slowly brought to freezing temperature to ensure cells do not

lyse during the freezing process. Additionally, tissues should

be dissociated prior to freezing. Dissociation after freezing is

likely to cause damage to cell membranes and increase the likeli-

hood of RNA leakage due to the stresses of the freezing process.

An alternative to immediate dissociation is the application of

single-nucleus RNA-seq (snRNA-seq) where isolation of nuclei

can be performed on frozen material, and the nuclei are subse-

quently used as input for single-cell sequencing.60 In this case,

tissue samples can forgo cryopreservation media and should

be brought down to freezing temperatures as quickly as

possible, ideally snap-freezing the samples in liquid nitrogen if

available. Comparisons of snRNA-seq and scRNA-seq in mouse

lungs have shown that they have similar gene detection rates,

and dissociation bias is reduced in snRNA-seq.61 Likewise,

comparisons in kidneys showed similar gene detection rates.62

The recently completed Fly Cell Atlas63 utilized snRNA-seq

instead of scRNA-seq because it can be applied consistently

even in problematic tissue type (e.g., antennae, wings, fat

bodies) and multinucleated cells (e.g., muscle) and because

70%–90% of transcriptomic information is retained with

snRNA-seq.63 Moreover, nuclei can be applied as input for sin-

gle-cell multiomics studies where both the RNA and chromatin

accessibility information is captured from the same nucleus

simultaneously. Thus, this approach can be extended in space-

flight experiments in the future.

Similarly, samples intended for SRT should be frozen immedi-

ately after dissection, ideally in a protective embedding medium.

This approach preserves both RNA quality and morphology of

the tissue. Most of legacy tissues obtained from the ISS did

not undergo immediate embedding and freezing for morphology

preservation. In the majority of cases, individual organs were not

dissected in-flight, but instead were frozen as a whole carcass

https://genelab-data.ndc.nasa.gov/genelab/accession/GLDS-402/
https://genelab-data.ndc.nasa.gov/genelab/accession/GLDS-402/
https://genelab-data.ndc.nasa.gov/genelab/accession/GLDS-403/
https://genelab-data.ndc.nasa.gov/genelab/accession/GLDS-403/
https://genelab-data.ndc.nasa.gov/genelab/accession/GLDS-404/
https://genelab-data.ndc.nasa.gov/genelab/accession/GLDS-404/
https://genelab-data.ndc.nasa.gov/genelab/accession/GLDS-405/
https://genelab-data.ndc.nasa.gov/genelab/accession/GLDS-405/
https://nlsp.nasa.gov/explore/entryform/lsda_data_requests/lsda_data_requests


Table 2. SRT methods

SRT Technique Sample type Preservation technique Resolution References

ISS

(padlock probe & RCA)

cells and tissue FF or FFPE single cell (transcript level) Ke et al., 201340

FISH cells and tissue FF single cell (transcript level) Lubeck et al., 201441

Tomo-seq tissue slice FF multiple cells Junker et al., 201442

TIVA intact live cells none single cell Lovatt et al., 201443

FISSEQ cells and tissue FF or FFPE single cell (Lee et al., 2015)44

MERFISH/MER SCOPE cells and tissue FF or FFPE single cell (transcript level/

100 nm)

Moffitt et al., 201645

LCM-seq tissue FF or FFPE multiple cells Nichterwitz et al., 201646

10X Genomics Visium cells and tissue FF or FFPE multiple cells (55 mm) Ståhl et al., 201647

Geo-seq cells and tissue FF or FFPE multiple cells Chen et al., 201748

STARmap tissue FF single cell Wang et al., 201849

HDST tissue FF near single cell (2 mm) Vickovic et al., 201950

DBiT-Seq cells and tissue FF or FFPE near single cell (10 mm) Liu et al., 202051

NanoString GeoMx tissue FF or FFPE multiple cells Zollinger et al., 202052

SlideSeq2 tissue FF near single cell (10 mm) Stickels et al., 202153

BGI scStereo-seq tissue FF single cell (transcript level/

500 nm)

Xia et al., 202154

Resolve Biosciences

Molecular Cartography

tissue FF single cell (transcript level/

200 nm)

Groiss et al., 202155

NanoString CosMx tissue FF or FFPE single cell (transcript level/

50 nm)

He et al., 202156

An evolving list of SRT methods. Acronyms used: ISS, in situ sequencing; LCM-seq, laser capture microdissection; TIVA, transcriptome in vivo anal-

ysis; HDST, high definition spatial transcriptomics; FF, flash frozen; FFPE, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded. Note that this list is not extensive, and

there are several more SRT approaches available. Preference was given to newly developed or unique methods.
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on the ISS. These samples were returned to Earth where they

were thawed, dissected, and re-frozen until ready for down-

stream sequencing approaches, mostly in bulk. Due to the ne-

cessity of organ dissection back in the laboratory on Earth,

many rodent samples exposed to the space environment have

undergone this double-freezing procedure.64–68 However, this

process might lead to partial RNA degradation and deformation

of cell and tissue anatomical shape if specific strategies for tis-

sue morphology preservation were not taken into account at

the time of freezing. Any deformation can make application of

spatial methods very challenging and, in some cases, unfit for

SRT methods.

There is also evidence that whole-carcass preservation

leads to different gene expression profiles than tissues

dissected in-flight. One study has demonstrated that whole-

carcass preservation in-flight leads to greater variability in

RNA integrity numbers (RINs) than tissue dissected in-flight.69

Another study compared bulk RNA-seq profiles between

mouse liver tissue dissected and frozen directly on the ISS

compared to mice preserved as frozen whole carcasses

with their liver tissue dissected back on Earth.70 This study

notes that whole-carcass preservation in RNAlater can better

preserve the tissues; however, there are a few caveats to this

approach. The first caveat is that RNAlater has only had

limited success in preserving cells for scRNA-seq on Earth71

and will require further optimization before its application

can be recommended for such experiments in spaceflight.
The second consideration is that RNAlater can induce a

unique gene expression response due to the sulfates present

in the solution.72 These gene expression responses may be

uneven in SRT methods due to the diffusion gradient gener-

ated as RNAlater disperses across a tissue. Third, RNAlater

is not a fixative agent and has not been tested to our knowl-

edge at the time of writing for compatibility with fixative re-

agents used in various SRT methods.

Despite the uncertainties in using RNAlater in scRNA-seq and

SRT experiments, there is precedent for preserving nucleic acids

with RNAlater on the ISS for other sequencing experiments (Ta-

ble 3). Other reagents with a success in preserving cells and/or

nucleic acids on the ISS include using NOTOXhisto, 10% neutral

buffer formation (NBF), 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA), and the

sequential use of trypsin followed by RNAprotect (Table 3). How-

ever, these preservatives are not necessarily suitable for scRNA-

seq and SRT due to the lack of testing with scRNA-seq and SRT

platforms or due to cell lysis that occurs during the preservation

process. The current options with a track record on the ISS are

the slow and fast freeze methods to store the tissue at a temper-

ature that will preserve RNA and spatial tissue structure. �80�C
freezers available on the ISS can be used to bring tissues down

to freezing temperatures, but without a snap-freezing step, this

process occurs slowly. To solve this problem, a rapid-freeze in-

strument was added to the ISS to rapidly bring sample temper-

atures down to�185�C, to compete with snap-freezingmethods

that make use of liquid nitrogen that is easily available and safely
Cell Reports Methods 2, 100325, November 21, 2022 5



Table 3. Preservation strategies aboard the ISS

Tissue Preservation on ISS Properties Reference

RNAlater (1) non-toxic

(2) stabilizes cellular RNA

(3) eliminates the requirement of immediate

freezing of samples

Choi et al., 2016; Gupta et al., 2015; Herranz

et al., 2019; Manzano et al., 2020;

Paul et al., 2012, 2005; Schultz et al., 2013;

Vandenbrink et al., 2019; Villacampa et al.,

2021; Wnorowski et al., 201977–86

NOTOXhisto (1) cell-fixative

(2) substitute for formalin

Balsamo et al., 2014; Cockell et al.,

202087,88

10% neutral buffer formation (NBF) (1) less toxic

(2) low cost

(3) penetrates tissue relatively fast

(4) random cross linking of proteins

(5) chemical modification of nucleic acids

Zamarioli et al., 202189

4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) (1) preservation of morphology

(2) limited use for RNA extraction

(3) formaldehyde is toxic

Huang et al., 202090

Trypsin, RNAprotect, and

�95�C storage

(1) stabilizes cellular RNA

(2) lyses cells

Huang et al., 202090

Slow freeze

(�80�C freezers or colder)

(1) good for cellular preservation

(2) requires specialized equipment

(3) formation of ice crystal artifacts

Choi et al., 2020; Hong et al., 202169,91

Rapid freeze to �185�C (1) rapid freezing through conduction

(2) good for cellular preservation

(3) requires specialized equipment

(4) high Cost

(5) avoids ice crystal formation

Andersen et al., 2005; Saravia-Butler et al.,

2020b, 2020c, 2020a73–76

A list of strategies used for cell, tissue, and nucleic acids preservations that have been previously used in experiments in spaceflight.
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applied on Earth but not a safe option in a space-based lab73–76

(Table 3).

There are two options that can help address these challenges

moving forward: in-flight tissue dissection and LAR. In-flight tis-

sue dissection will allow tissues of interest to be rapidly frozen,

as smaller pieces of tissue freeze faster than a whole carcass,

and will avoid the double freeze-thaw that tissues undergo if

they are dissected from a frozen carcass back on Earth. The

drawback to this approach is that tissue dissection is time-inten-

sive and will require specialized crew training to teach dissection

competency. Despite the time commitment required for in-flight

dissection, it has been performed in select cases, such as hin-

dlimb dissection during the RR-6 mission,92 though the data

from this in-flight dissection are not publicly available. The sec-

ond approach, LAR, returns organisms to Earth while still alive

where they are euthanized after returning to a ground-based

lab.93,94 This allows tissues to be preserved according to the

highest standards but presents a different set of limitations. Us-

ing LAR, organisms have their circadian rhythms disrupted and

experience the stressful conditions of atmospheric re-entry.

Moreover, depending on the study design of themission, LAR or-

ganisms have the opportunity to begin reacclimating to Earth’s

gravity and radiation landscape. Therefore, all three aspects

can impact their transcriptomic profiles.

Overall, in spite of the associated limitations, using one of

these two options will help circumvent some of the challenges

related to the applicability of scRNA-seq and SRT methods on

spaceflight samples.
6 Cell Reports Methods 2, 100325, November 21, 2022
ADVANCING OFF-WORLD CAPABILITIES:
CONSIDERATIONS FOR PERFORMING scRNA-SEQ AND
SRT IN SPACEFLIGHT

After the challenge of achievingmore rigorous preservation stan-

dards for scRNA-seq and SRT methods is met, the next goal

should be to increase the capabilities of molecular biology ex-

periments in space. Ideally, RNA extractions, PCR, and even

scRNA-seq and SRT itself should be performed during space-

flight. Achieving this will require the development of workflows

compatible with microgravity and more sophisticated worksta-

tions for performing molecular biology experiments.

The capabilities for performing molecular biology experi-

ments have increased dramatically over the past decade. In

2016, the first biomolecule sequencer, the Oxford Nanopore

MinION, was demonstrated to work in microgravity aboard

the ISS.95 Since then, the repertoire of molecular biology exper-

iments performed in-flight has expanded to include environ-

mental microbial sampling, plasmid transformation, DNA

extraction, PCR amplification, and library prep.96–98 While the

original biomolecular sequencer study sequenced Mus muscu-

lus DNA libraries (prepared on Earth),95 others have been pri-

marily defined in scope of microbial organisms and not to multi-

cellular model organisms, such as C. elegans, Drosophila

melanogaster, and Mus musculus, or to human samples. In or-

der to build a spaceflight lab capable of performing scRNA-seq

and SRT (methods that are most frequently applied to multicel-

lular organisms) the molecular biology pipeline for handling
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tissues post-dissection throughout the sequencing process

must be more well defined.

Additionally, due to the sensitive nature of RNA, additional lab-

oratory decontamination protocols may need translation to

spaceflight. RNase inhibitors will need to be available to wipe

down workstations, pipettes, gloves, and any other surfaces

the sample may come in contact with. A microbially decontami-

nated environment would also enhance the quality of RNA ob-

tained, particularly the use of 70% ethanol, isopropanol, or

another disinfectant, given the microbe-rich surfaces aboard

the ISS.96,97,99 However, the use of ethanol and isopropanol

on the ISS is an issue because aerosolized alcohol interferes

with the environmental control and life support systems

(ECLSSs) in the closed-loop space station environment (J. Perry

et al., 2016, 46th International Conference on Environmental

Systems, conference).

Moreover, the workstation used for handling samples should

have minimal airflow that would pass dust or other airborne par-

ticulates across the workstation. Some of these considerations

may be met via use of the Microgravity Science Glovebox100

aboard the ISS to control airflow and by using benzalkonium

chloride (BZK) wipes in place of alcohol-based disinfectants. Es-

tablishing and following general guidelines, regularly applied

when preparing samples for scRNA-seq and SRT, will help

create consistency in sample retrieval, prevent RNA degrada-

tion, and obtain high-quality data from spaceflight samples in

which RNA quantity and quality are not compromised. One

caveat to performing scRNA-seq and SRT methods in space-

flight is that it will require additional crew time to complete exper-

iments that are typically done on Earth after sample return. Ro-

botic automation can help overcome these challenges by

reducing the amount of time that crew will need to spend

executing experiments (Figure 2A). For example, automated im-

aging has already been performed aboard the ISS.101 Addition-

ally, automation of library preparation steps has been performed

on Earth from a spatially barcoded chip array similar to the 10X

Genomics Visium format102 as well as from 10X Genomics Vis-

ium arrays.103 However, due to strict volume and mass limita-

tions in-flight, compact solutions may need to be investigated,

as would specific testing to accommodate microgravity-driven

changes in fluidic behavior. Automating these processes and

translating them to spaceflight-compatible hardware will alle-

viate potential time-costs placed on the crew by performing

these experiments in-flight in their entirety.

Another challenge involves the abundance of data generated

by sequencing and imaging experiments, which would all need

to be stored in-flight and downlinked to Earth. This is particularly

relevant to SRT data, which involves either the generation of

large fastq files or multiple high-resolution images. To mitigate

data downlink challenges, automated software pipelines could

be executed in-flight and could convert data into formats with

decreased file size. This processed data could then be down-

linked to Earth instead of larger, raw files. Thus, onboard data

processing could decrease delays in data analysis caused by

the transfer of large files. Full transcriptomics analysis pipelines

could even be conducted in space, where results, such as differ-

entially expressed genes (DEGs) and enriched pathways, could

be automatically extracted from transcriptomic data in-flight
(Figure 2A). Additionally, these results could also be used as

feedback to optimize experimental parameters in-flight and in-

crease the quality of future transcriptomic experiments per-

formed in space.

BIOINFORMATIC PIPELINES AND CONSIDERATIONS
FOR SRT IN SPACEFLIGHT EXPERIMENTS

Transcriptomic analyses for bulk RNA-seq and scRNA-seq are

relatively well defined compared to SRT. For bulk RNA-seq,

NASA GeneLab has developed an RNA-seq consensus pipeline

(RCP) to standardize processing of short-read RNA-seq data,104

which builds upon standard recommendations in the field.105

The RCP is accessible at the NASA GeneLab_Data_Processing

Github repository. However, a standardized pipeline for

scRNA-seq is not yet available from NASA GeneLab or interna-

tional space omics consortia, such as ISSOP (International

Standards for Space Omics Processing) or the ESA-funded

Space Omics Topical Team. Data analysis for scRNA-seq pre-

sents many unique challenges related to inferring cell trajec-

tories, clustering cell types, identifying and filtering doublets

(when two cells are mistakenly considered as a single cell),

handling of sparsity in gene expression count tables, and

defining flexible statistical frameworks for discovering complex

differential patterns in gene expression.106 Despite these chal-

lenges, standardized methods, analysis frameworks, and tuto-

rials are available,107–109 which can be extended to analysis of

data from space flight experiments.

In comparison, the establishment of best practices for the

analysis of SRT data is a work in progress. The advent of SRT al-

lows for solving the spatial distribution of transcripts, as well as

locating cell types and cell states in complex tissues, organs,

and organoids. Standardizing analysis across a wide variety of

tissue configurations and the large number of emerging technol-

ogies is a difficult and complex task. Knowledge of the types of

software tools available for each method can help inform exper-

imental selection decisions about which SRT method best

matches the specific scientific questions under investigation.

Widely, there are two types of SRT data: single-cell resolution

and multi-cell pixel resolution. SRT single-cell resolution data

enable the researchers to quantify absolute transcript counts

per cell and produce cell gene count tables comparable to

scRNA-seq experiments. However, the data are often imaging-

based and thus limited in the amount of genes detected in one

experiment. On the other hand, the SRT multi-cell pixel resolu-

tion data present multiple cells per region of interest and use

cell type deconvolution algorithms and label transfer/projection

from additional reference scRNA-seq datasets to resolve the

cell type composition of the whole-transcriptome region of inter-

est. Regardless of the resolution level of the SRT technique

selected, available software packages, for example Seurat110

and Squidpy,111 offer compatibility with several SRT technolo-

gies because the structure of the data is similar, meaning that

the majority of information comes from transcript counts. Spatial

coordinates and cell-level information can be stored as meta-

data portions of the data object. Both tools include methods

for QC (quality control) and preprocessing, normalization,

dimensionality reduction, clustering, and visualization in spatial
Cell Reports Methods 2, 100325, November 21, 2022 7



Figure 2. Computational analysis of spatial transcriptomics data

(A) Shows the flow of data that could be unlockedwith increased computational automation. The right column shows sequential steps of proposed computational

automation onboard spacecraft, with the dotted lines to boxes on the left showing opportunities to transfer data back to Earth.

(B) Example of data analysis workflow from the 10XGenomics Visium on the ‘‘Mouse Brain Serial Section 2 (Sagittal-Posterior)’’ dataset available through the 10X

Genomics Dataset portal (https://www.10xgenomics.com/resources/datasets). Dataset analyzed with Seurat.
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coordinates and finding spatially variable and spatial marker

genes (Figure 2B). However, these do not support data process-

ing and analysis for all SRT methods.

Specialized tools have also been developed for cluster anal-

ysis,112,113 fusion transcript detection,114 visualization,115 de-

convolution of cell-type mixtures,116 inference of extracellular in-

teracting genes,117 identification of sub-tissue architecture/

anatomization, finding spatially variable genes,118–120 quanti-

fying spatial heterogeneity,121 imputation of missing mRNA

expression,122 or improvement of gene expression quantifica-

tion using spatial, temporal and experimental coordinates.More-

over, comprehensive tools such as STutility builds on the Seurat

framework to facilitate analyzing and visualizing multiple sam-

ples from the 10X Genomics Visium platform.123 Integration

across data types also gives these tools increased investigative

potential. For example, integration of single-cell and spatial tran-

scriptomics data, achieved with tools such as cell2location124

and stereoscope125 to name a few, can enhance spatial tran-

scriptomics resolution to an unprecedented level.126 Moreover,

integration of gene expression data with histology information

and spatial location using machine learning (ML) is also under

active research.127 For instance, the framework Squidpy is inter-

connected with Scanpy and the ML Python ecosystem.111

Despite these advances, challenges associated with meta-

data standards and data processing exist, including reliable

cell segmentation, cell-type identification, integration of expres-

sion patterns to anatomical features, finding complex patterns,

integration of data from different specimens, time points or per-
8 Cell Reports Methods 2, 100325, November 21, 2022
turbations, development of standardized metrics and bench-

marks, as well as integration across multiple technologies.128

Other analytical challenges remain for the analysis of SRT

data, including those related to sample mapping and image

registration and segmentation, data representation, imputation

of sparse spatial data, integration of multi-modal data, and auto-

matic inference of knowledge for the combination of tissue struc-

ture and molecular data.111

While the above challenges exist for both terrestrial and

spaceflight SRT data, some are more specific to spaceflight

studies due to the problems related to sample collection and

processing, such as the formation of ice crystals,129 which can

cause morphology changes and tissue damage leading to

altered spatial information. In data derived from spaceflight ex-

periments, true morphological and transcriptional variability

that results from exposure to microgravity and radiation should

not be confused with artifacts created by sample collection,

preservation, and transportation. Therefore, if artifacts due to

confounding factors cannot be sufficiently minimized via sample

processing protocols or specific experimental design, software

tools aiming to remove confounding factors (for example, cells

affected by ice crystals), improve transcript quantification, and

reconstruct morphology and architecture of damaged tissue us-

ing image processing techniques will be essential. Specifically,

reconstruction of deformed images using image registration or

image deconvolution/restoration techniques and the develop-

ment of computational tools to elucidate space-driven modifica-

tion of tissue organization will warrant investigation.

https://www.10xgenomics.com/resources/datasets
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FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR OMICS TECHNOLOGY IN
SPACEFLIGHT

The aging ISS, destined to reach its end of life by 2030, has cata-

lyzed an era of ‘‘commercial space,’’ which promises rapid

development of the final frontier. To avoid a gap in continuous

human presence in space, four private companies are aiming

to build and operate commercial space stations in low-Earth

orbit. Axiom Space will launch and attach the first segment of

its modular space station to the ISS in 2024 and build the

remainder of the station while attached to the ISS. The

completed Axiom Station will detach to become a free flier by

2030 (https://techcrunch.com/2021/11/30/nasa-details-intent-to-

replace-the-international-space-station-with-a-commercial-space-

station-by-2030/). Blue Origin has partnered with Sierra Space to

build Orbital Reef, while StarLab will be born out of a partnership

between Nanoracks, Voyager Space, and Lockheed Martin. The

fourth, yet to be named, space station development effort is being

led by Northrup Grumman (https://news.northropgrumman.com/

news/releases/northrop-grumman-signs-agreement-with-nasa-to-

design-space-station-for-low-earth-orbit). Furthermore, advances

in rocket technology, including reusable engines, have lowered

launch costs significantly and increased the cadence of space-

flights to and from the ISS. For example, SpaceX Crew-4

launched to the ISS less than 2 days after Ax-1, Axiom’s private

astronaut mission to the ISS, returned to Earth.

Research in space has been fundamental to our understanding

of how to survive and thrive in the weightless environment. Our

knowledge and sophistication of scientific investigations in space

is continuously strengthened by advances in hardware technol-

ogy and operations. Numerous hardware options for biological in-

vestigations that require cell culture capabilities and maintenance

of live specimen in spaceflight, for instance, are already available.

A few examples of include Biopack,130 SABL from BioServe

Space Technologies (T. Niederwieser, 2015, 45th International

Conference on Environmental Systems, conference), Kubik,131

NanoRacks Frame-3, STaARS-1 EF132, and the CubeLab from

Space Tango.133 A more current system called the ScienceTaxi

(https://www.yurigravity.com/our-service) developed by Yuri

Gravity can be integrated into the ISS and into the newer stations

coming online; an autonomous version of the ScienceTaxi is in

development. This small sampling of hardware options is indica-

tive of the demand for laboratory equipment that is operational

in a weightless space environment and the importance of biolog-

ical experiments conducted in space.

Now, in this new era of commercial space with new space sta-

tions in development, there is an unprecedented opportunity to

leverage past research experiences in space to re-think and

re-design future technologies and laboratories for spaceflight in-

vestigations that are on-par with Earth technologies, yet not

limited by gravity-based thinking. For example, the speed of

technology and methodology innovation for scRNA-seq and

SRT is advancing the field rapidly for terrestrial investigations.

Future scRNA-seq and SRT methodologies will enable simulta-

neousmulti-omicmeasurements from individual cells and spatial

regions. The potential of these developments has already been

commercially realized for single-cell methodologies by 10X Ge-

nomics, whose Single Cell Multiome ATAC + Gene Expression
kits offer simultaneous measurement of scRNA-seq and chro-

matin accessibility (ATAC-seq) data from the same group of

cells.134,135 Similar developments are in motion for SRT where

co-mapping of mRNAs and proteins in a formaldehyde-fixed tis-

sue section via NGS has already been achieved.51 Moreover,

spatially resolved ATAC-seq has been developed,136,137 but

does not yet allow for simultaneous measurement of RNA. Given

the trajectory of the single-cell and spatial fields toward simulta-

neous measurements of multiple genomic features, it is antici-

pated that the need for improved cell and tissue preservation

protocols in spaceflight will persist.

In addition to these creative workarounds, there is an opportu-

nity to design and invent new paradigms for conducting omics

and other biological research in space. Space scientists must

define the requirements for on-orbit research protocols and

outline the specific types of research investigations important

to conduct in space, the tools and capabilities necessary for

those space investigations, and the criteria for acceptable high-

quality science on orbit. These requirements will serve as a guide

for commercial space station developers in defining their own

orbital lab designs, including hardware capabilities and services.

Armed with an understanding of the types of equipment required

to conduct the research, commercial space station developers

would be better equipped to consider partnerships with terres-

trial technology developers that are leading the rapid advances

in omics technology and encourage them to adapt their technol-

ogies for aweightless space environment by developing future it-

erations of their technology with space constraints in mind.

Although launch costs are reducing and launch frequency is

increasing, these costs based on mass and volume are still sub-

stantial and prohibitive. Offering end-to-end omics capabilities

on orbit that are grounded in the concept of ‘‘cloud labs’’ will

be a paradigm shift for space research and science. Cloud

labs are essentially a virtual lab bench that allow the scientist

to control the wet-lab experiment virtually and execute it

remotely via an orchestra of automated robotic systems.138

Presently on the ISS and likely in the foreseeable future, several

key operational constraints limit rapid, repeatable research in

orbit: (1) limited human-tended time for executing experimental

protocols, (2) variability in the on-orbit operator’s scientific and

technical experience and expertise, (3) a large distance between

the principal investigator (PI) and the scientific payload, and (4)

inability to rapidly iterate on experimental protocols in real-

time. A cloud lab in space will enable the PI to (1) control the

experiment via the virtual lab bench, (2) conduct high-quality sci-

ence by eliminating a variety of confounding variables that are

introduced by returning samples to the ground for processing,

and (3) iterate on the scientific protocol based on real-time ob-

servations of data. Furthermore, on-orbit edge processing and

cloud-computing capabilities will accelerate data analysis

whereby processed results can be returned to the PI via a secure

downlink from the space station. Addition of such capabilities

will eliminate the need for large data downloads—a practice

that is slow, costly, and requires extremely high bandwidths.

While an upfront investment of capital is required for a state-

of-the-art orbital lab, a high return on investment can be ex-

pected. Improved on-orbit capabilities that are easier to access

and operate will generate greater interest in space-based
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research investigations, which in turn will increase the demand to

leverage spaceflight as an extreme environment for research—

for example, the general adaptability of the human body, which

may result in the discovery of new molecular mechanisms. It is

expected that the reduction in costs to execute orbital science

will translate into lower prices for the researcher, thereby gener-

ating even greater interest in space. Taken together, these devel-

opments will drive a feedforward loop toward greater insights for

extending humanity’s footprint in space and improving life on the

ground.

Even with rapid advances in genomics and spaceflight technol-

ogy, experimentation in space will remain costly and time-

consuming in the foreseeable future. Thus, careful designofexper-

iments is crucial. One factor that may alleviate the risk of these

experiments is in silico modeling. Perturbations on transcription

and gene expression can be modeled using ML algorithms to

test hypotheses prior to launching an experiment into space.139

Adapting thesemodels to bemore amenable to the environmental

factors of spaceflight can help use limited spaceflight resources

more efficiently. Additionally, to aid with experimental design, a

specificSRTmethodshouldbeselectedbeforeexperiment launch

to implement its optimized tissue preservation protocol, and the

development status of available computational tools should be

rigorously assessed to understand the expected analysis types

and data resolutions available. Given the rapid advancements in

SRT analysis, ideal tools and capabilities will grow quickly over

time. This sector will continue to push for more state-of-the-art

knowledge and state-of-the-art technology never attempted

before to develop innovative approaches for improving life sci-

ences research in space. It is also a high-risk, high-reward sector,

where projects tend tobeexpensive to fundandmaintain but have

thepotential tounlockdiscoveriesessential for humans tobecome

a multi-planetary species. Through joint collaborations and part-

nerships and by building on previous milestones, resources, and

tools that have been established for spaceflight, we can continue

to rapidly advance our in-flight genomics capabilities.

Results that emerge from scRNA-seq and SRT experiments

conducted in spaceflight are expected to increase our under-

standing of life in space, genetic control of fundamental pro-

cesses that are altered by spaceflight, and genomic control

mechanisms in cellular biology. Research groups and scientists

in the field of space biosciences will continue to generate robust

multi-omic profiles of both in vitro and in vivo biospecimens

available from previous missions and biospecimen samples re-

turned from future missions. The quality of these data will in-

crease as better preservation protocols and innovative orbital

lab solutions are implemented. The results will allow us to

pinpoint cell-type-specific and locational disturbances in gene

expression and will facilitate the development of countermea-

sures against spaceflight-associated dysregulation and disease.

This goal is also in line with current international collaborative ef-

forts to expand our presence in LEO (low Earth orbit), return to

the moon, and progress forward to Mars.
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